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1. To describe the attitudes on child mental health and the role of a teacher 

in promoting child mental health.

2. To determine the competency to identify a child with mental health 

issues and need for referral.

3. To describe the perceived challenges on identifying and intervening in 

child mental health issue.

among government  primary school teachers of Sammanthurai Educational 

Division of Sri Lanka in detecting child mental health issues.

• Teachers’ good knowledge in mental 

health, help to increase understanding 

and reduce stigma around issues and 

create a safer space for students. 

(McDonagh, 2010)

Introduction

Conclusions
Even though primary school teachers of Sammanthurai had satisfactory knowledge and 

positive attitudes on child mental health, the knowledge on management of related issues 

was unsatisfactory. 

The perceived reason for the knowledge gap was inadequacy of training.
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Description of Study Participants

Recommendation
Enhanced capacity building on child mental health with special attention on improving 

knowledge on management can improve the situation.

• Around 70% of children and youth 
who experience a mental health 
problem have not had appropriate 
interventions at a sufficiently early age. 
(Mental Health Foundation, 2019)

• Design: Descriptive cross sectional study

• Study Setting: Sammanthurai Educational Division

• Study Population: Teachers teaching in primary classes of the 

government schools in Sammanthurai Educational Division.

• Sampling Size and Sampling: All teachers teaching in primary 

classes of the government schools in Sammanthurai Educational 

Division (N=134) were recruited. Thus no sampling procedure 

employed. 

• Data collection tools and methods: A self-administered 

containing open and close ended questions, developed with the 

help of a child psychologist, was used. Data was collected during 

the school hours without disturbing the teaching activities.

• Data analysis: Descriptive statistics was used to describe attitudes 

and competencies on child mental health and perceived challenges 

related to intervening.

•School teachers have an  important role 

to play in mental health and well-being 

of their students (McDonagh, 2010). 

Attitudes

Common challenges: 

Noncompliant parents, Over crowded classroom and Inadequate training 

and  knowledge on recognition and management of mental health issues  

Phobias

Stays on her/his own

Become emotional or angry when separated from parents or…

Feelings of worthlessness within the child

Increased sensitivity to rejection

Recurrent complains of headache and stomachaches

Poor concentration

Forgetting instructions

Moving from one task to another without completing anything

Talking out of turn always/ interrupting teachers always.

Restlessness

Frequent temper tantrums

Excessive arguing with teachers

Often questioning rules

Blaming others for his / her mistake or misbehavior

Lack of enthusiasm for reading or writing

Trouble in memorizing things

Trouble staying focused to the task

Trouble in doing Math

Trouble in doing Reading

Trouble in doing Writing
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Challenges

Knowledge on Recognition and Management

Objectives

Limitations
The questionnaire mainly contained closed ended questions to assess knowledge, thus may 

have generated information bias. 

Figure 1: Distribution of sex, ethnicity, educational qualifications and years of service

Figure 2: Distribution of knowledge related to child mental health issues

Figure 3: Distribution of perceived challenges
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